
Good News! 
You’re one of the millions making a real difference.

As I write this, we’ve just hit over 200 million vaccine  
shots in the US, with the end seemingly in sight for the pandemic.

But for all the positivity, here’s something the mainstream media will NEVER  
acknowledge about COVID…

Without President Trump, the vaccines would never have existed in the first place.

Most of the time, vaccines take years to develop… and even longer to safely test.

But when President Trump started Operation Warp Speed, he did it for a reason… 

He wanted to fix the problem as soon as possible, no matter the financial cost…

And he pressured drug companies to make solving COVID priority #1, experimenting with 
the all-new mRNA vaccine method - which some scientists believe holds the secret to 
curing far more than just COVID.

In fact, Moderna has already announced that they’re planning on taking the fight to HIV 
and the flu itself… all thanks to the unique mRNA method President Trump paid for. 

So any time the media congratulates Biden on the vaccine rollout… tell them hell no!

In fact, it might be even closer than you think.  
See the following page for secret steps to getting your appointment booked ASAP!



If you (or any of your close family and friends) haven’t got your 
vaccine yet, here’s the secret steps to getting that appointment 

booked asap:

1: Look around: If you’re living in a big city, you’re going to 
find it harder to get an appointment. Jump 
on Vaccine Finder, and be prepared for a 
drive. 

2: Different vaccine  
providers open  
up appoint

Different vaccine providers open up  
appointments at different times - find out 
when your local providers restock to  
improve your chances.

3: Stay up late: Willing to stay up until 3AM? Many aren’t - 
so they miss out on late-night and  
early-morning vaccination slots. 

4: Have a Plan B: Even if all the appointments near you are 
booked, you may still get lucky - register 
on Dr. B to get notified if someone doesn’t 
show up to their appointment.

5: Keep on trying: Even with the best possible will, you’re not 
always going to strike gold at first. Don’t let 
it put you off - keep trying, and you’ll get 
lucky eventually. 

https://vaccinefinder.org/
https://hidrb.com/

